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This paper presents an approach to control rolling locomotion on the level ground with a
biologically inspired hexapod robot. For controlling rolling locomotion, a controller which can
compensate energy loss with rolling locomotion of the hexapod robot is designed based on its
dynamic model. The dynamic model describes the rolling locomotion which is limited to planar
one by an assumption that the hexapod robot does not fall down while rolling and inﬂuences
due to collision and contact with the ground, and it is applied for computing the mechanical
energy of the hexapod robot and a plant for a numerical simulation. The numerical simulation
of the rolling locomotion on the level ground veriﬁes the effectiveness of the proposed
controller. The simulation results show that the hexapod robot can perform the rolling
locomotion with the proposed controller. In conclusion, it is shown that the proposed control
approach is effective in achieving the rolling locomotion on the level ground.
& 2015 Chongqing University of Posts and Telecommunications. Production and Hosting by Elsevier B.V.
This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Introduction
Rolling locomotion, which has high mobility, has been
applied many times to mobile robots. An example of mobile
robots which can perform rolling locomotion is spherical
robots. They can operate in hostile industrial environments,
other planets or a human place like an ofﬁce or a house. In5.04.001
ty of Posts and Telecommunicatio
(http://creativecommons.org/lic
endai.ac.jp (T. Nemoto),
an),those environments, they have been used to obtain envir-
onmental data with sensors, gather and convey an object
with an arm installed inside them [1–7]. Those environ-
ments, however, may have obstacles or changes in elevation
that interrupt rolling locomotion. In this case, robots have
to apply other locomotion.
This paper focuses on creatures found in nature that can
perform rolling locomotion and other locomotion. One of
the creatures in nature is a spider called the “wheel spider
(carparachne aureoﬂava)”, which can perform walking and
rolling locomotion. It can reconﬁgure its body structure as a
wheel by ﬁxing its legs into constant positions and performsns. Production and Hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access
enses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
T. Nemoto et al.126rolling locomotion on its side on a slope [8]. It inspires us to
develop a hexapod robot which can reconﬁgure a body
structure of the robot and perform walking and rolling
locomotion similar to the wheel spider.
This paper proposes a dynamic model of the wheel-
spider-inspired hexapod robot with rolling locomotion and
an energy-based controller for rolling locomotion on the
level ground. The experimental platform of the wheel-
spider-inspired hexapod robot, however, is not produced in
this paper, and it is a future issue.
Biologically inspired robots have been investigated in
literatures, e.g., [9–12]. Especially biologically inspired
rolling locomotion has been discussed in literatures, e.g.,
[13,14]. Lin has focused on a caterpillar that can escape
rapidly from predators by reconﬁguring its body structure
like a wheel. A caterpillar-inspired soft robot has been
developed and has attempted rolling locomotion [13]. King
has focused on rolling locomotion repeating somersault
performed by a spider called the “huntsman spider (ceb-
rennus villosus)”. A quadruped robot which can somersault
has been developed based on image analysis of its rolling
locomotion and has performed somersault rolling locomo-
tion [14]. These studies, however, have not discussed a
controller for continuous rolling locomotion.
To achieve continuous rolling locomotion, this paper focuses
on energy of the hexapod robot during rolling locomotion. Some
of the energy of the hexapod robot is lost due to collision and
contact with the ground, and therefore its rolling locomotion
will stop if the energy loss is not compensated. Continuous
rolling locomotion hence requires energy compensation. Control
methods based on energy of an object have been discussed in
previous studies [15–20].
In this paper, a controller which can compensate the energy
loss with rolling locomotion of the hexapod robot is designed.
To design the controller, a dynamic model of the hexapod robot
with rolling locomotion, which is limited to planar one by an
assumption that it does not fall down while rolling, is devel-
oped, and mechanical energy based on a grounding point of the
hexapod robot is derived. The effectiveness of the proposed
controller is veriﬁed through a numerical simulation of rolling
locomotion on the level ground.Fig. 1 Model diagram of the rolling wheel-spider-inspired
hexapod robot. X-axis describes the ﬂat ground. The rotational
angles of the legs are a relative angle for the body.2. Modeling the wheel-spider-inspired
hexapod robot with rolling locomotion
The wheel spider can be found in the Namib Desert of
Southern Africa and its size is about 20 mm. It can reconﬁ-
gure its body structure as a wheel by ﬁxing its legs into
constant positions and performs rolling locomotion on its
side on a slope [8].
Although the wheel spider in nature performs passive
rolling locomotion on a slope, the hexapod robot performs
active one on the level ground in this paper. Since the
continuous active rolling locomotion is achieved by com-
pensating energy loss due to collision and contact with the
ground, it requires consideration of changes of velocity due
to their inﬂuence to accurately compute energy values. A
dynamic model of the hexapod robot with rolling locomo-
tion inspired by the rolling wheel spider is hence developed.
The hexapod robot model is developed based on the
following assumptions.Assumption 1. The hexapod robot can swing the legs while
rolling.
Assumption 2. The hexapod robot has semicircle ground
contact areas on the legs.
Assumption 3. The hexapod robot does not fall down while
rolling.
Assumption 4. The hexapod robot rolls across the ground
without slipping. It moves forward only with rolling locomo-
tion, and slipping locomotion is ignored.
Assumption 5. Contact between the legs is ignored.
Assumption 6. Collision with the ground is assumed as
completely inelastic collision.
According to the assumptions, the model diagram of the
rolling hexapod robot is shown in Fig. 1, the physical parameters
are shown in Table 1, and the variables are shown in Table 2.
The subscript b and lj denote the body and the legs, respec-
tively, and j¼ 1;…; 6 denotes the number of the legs. The
rotational angles of the legs are a relative angle for the body.
Rolling locomotion of the hexapod robot is described on
the vertical two-dimensional surface as shown in Fig. 1. The
x-axis describes the level ground.
A motion equation of the rolling hexapod robot model is
derived by applying the projection method [21–23]. Assuming
that the hexapod robot is constituted of independent parts and
they are connected by constraint conditions, the projection
method yields a motion equation of the hexapod robot without
the ground from their independent motion equations and their
constraint conditions ﬁrst. Next giving constraint force due to
collision and contact with the ground to the motion equation of
the hexapod robot without the ground yields the motion
equation of the hexapod robot with rolling locomotion [24–26].
The constraint force is given by constraint conditions posed to
the hexapod robot while the collision or contact with the
ground occurs. Discontinuous changes of velocity due to colli-
sion is calculated also with the constraint force according to
Assumption 6.
Tab. 1 Physical parameters of rolling wheel-spider-
inspired hexapod robot (j¼ 1;…; 6).
Mass of body (kg) mb
Mass of legs (kg) mlj
Inertia moment of body (kg/m2) Ib
Inertia moment of legs (kg/m2) Ilj
Viscosity of body (N ms/rad) cb
Viscosity of legs (N ms/rad) clj
Length from center of body to joints (m) lb
Length of legs (m) llj
Length from joints to center of gravity of legs (m) lglj
Radius of ground contact area (m) rl
Gravity acceleration (m/s2) g
Tab. 2 Variables of rolling wheel-spider-inspired hex-
apod robot (j¼ 1;…; 6).
Center of gravity coordinates of body (m) ðxb; ybÞ
Center of gravity coordinates of legs (m) ðxlj; yljÞ
Rotational angle of body (rad) θb
Rotational angle of legs (rad) θlj
Joint torque of legs (N m) τlj
127Energy-based control for a biologically inspired hexapod robot with rolling locomotion2.1. The model of the wheel-spider-inspired
hexapod robot without the ground
An unconstrained motion equation constituted of the
motion equations of the independent parts is written to
derive the motion equation of the hexapod robot without
the ground.
Generalized coordinates xh are deﬁned as
xh ¼ ½θb; θl1;…; θl6; xb; yb; xl1; yl1;…; xl6; yl6T ð1Þ
A generalized mass matrix Mh and a generalized force
vector hh are given by
Mh ¼
M11 0
0 M22
" #
ð2Þ
M11≔
Ibþ
X6
j ¼ 1
Ilj Il1 Il2 Il3 Il4 Il5 Il6
Il1 Il1 0 0 0 0 0
Il2 0 Il2 0 0 0 0
Il3 0 0 Il3 0 0 0
Il4 0 0 0 Il4 0 0
Il5 0 0 0 0 Il5 0
Il6 0 0 0 0 0 Il6
2
666666666666664
3
777777777777775
M22≔diagðmb;mb;ml1;ml1;…;ml6;ml6Þ;
hh ¼ ½cb _θb; τl1cl1 _θ l1;…; τl6cl6 _θ l6; 0; mbg; 0;
ml1g;…; 0; ml6gT ð3Þ
The unconstrained motion equation is represented by
Mh ̈xh ¼ hh.
The projection method leads a constrained motion equation
by considering conditions that constrain system behaviorincluding deﬁnitions of positional relationships between each
part. The constraint conditions of the hexapod robot are
deﬁnitions of positional relationships between the body and
each leg. The constraint conditions are given by
xlj ¼ xbþ lb sin θbþ
j1
3
π
 
þ lglj sin θbþθljþ
j1
3
π
 
ylj ¼ ybþ lb cos θbþ
j1
3
π
 
þ lglj cos θbþθljþ
j1
3
π
 
8>><
>>:
ð4Þ
A constraint matrix Ch which should satisfy Ch _xh ¼ 0 is
obtained from the constraint conditions. They are combined
as a constraint equation Φh ¼ 0 by moving the right member
of each equation in (4) to the other side. The constraint
matrix Ch is thus represented by
Ch ¼
∂Φh
∂xh
ð5Þ
Applying the constraint matrix Ch and Lagrange's unde-
termined multipliers λh yields a constrained system
Mh ̈xh ¼ hhþCThλh ð6Þ
Since (6) has redundant degrees of freedom, they are
reduced.
An independent velocity under a constrained state _qh
which is selected from _xh is deﬁned as
_qh ¼ ½ _θb; _θ l1;…; _θ l6; _xb; _ybT ð7Þ
Given that _xh ¼ ½ _qTh ; vTh T , the constraint matrix Ch can be
represented by Ch ¼ ½Ch1;Ch2 to satisfy Ch _xh ¼ Ch1 _qhþCh2vh.
From this relationship, an orthogonal matrix Dh can be
obtained so as to be ChDh ¼ 0 and _xh ¼ Dh _qh. Since
Ch _xh ¼ Ch1 _qhþCh2vh ¼ 0 gives vh ¼ C1h2 Ch1 _qh, the ortho-
gonal matrix Dh is obtained from _xh ¼ ½ _qTh ;vTh T ¼ Dh _qh as
Dh ¼
I9
C1h2 Ch1
" #
ð8Þ
where I denotes an identity matrix, and an index of I denotes
a dimension of an identity matrix. Besides (8) satisﬁes
ChDh ¼ Ch1Ch2C1h2 Ch1 ¼ 0:
The constrained motion equation is derived by projecting
the constrained system (6) on the space constrained by DTh
and transforming the coordinates of the component vectors.
The motion equation of the hexapod robot without the
ground is thereby derived as
DThMhDh ̈qhþDThMh _Dh _qh ¼ DThhh ð9Þ
2.2. Consideration of the constraint force due to
collision and contact with the ground
The motion equation of the hexapod robot with rolling
locomotion is derived by applying the constraint force due
to collision and contact with the ground to the motion
equation of the hexapod robot without the ground.
Applying the constraint force due to collision and contact
with the ground τI to the motion equation of the hexapod
robot without the ground (6) yields the motion equation of
the hexapod robot with rolling locomotion
TT. Nemoto et al.128Mh ̈xh ¼ hhþChλhþτI ð10Þ
Applying a constraint matrix depending on the ground CI
and Lagrange's undetermined multipliers λI, τI is repre-
sented as
τI ¼ CTI λI ð11Þ
and CI should satisfy CI _xh ¼ 0.
When the height of a grounding point of the hexapod
robot hj is less than or equal to 0 (hjr0) and the ground
reaction force λj is greater than 0 (λj40), consider the
following constraint conditions that1. grounding parts roll without slipping,
2. a height of a grounding part does not change.Here coordinates of ground basing point ðxcj; ycjÞ are given
by
xcj ¼ xbþ lb sin θbþ
j1
3
π
 
þ lljrl
 
sin θbþθljþ
j1
3
π
 
ycj ¼ ybþ lb cos θbþ
j1
3
π
 
þ lljrl
 
cos θbþθljþ
j1
3
π
 
8>><
>>:
ð12Þ
and hj can be represented by hj ¼ ycjrl. The following
expressions are thus derived from the above:
xcj ¼ xcj0þrlðθbþθljðθb0þθlj0ÞÞ
ycj ¼ rl ; hjr0 \ λj40
(
ð13Þ
where xcj0, θb0 and θlj0 are the x-coordinate of each leg and
the angle of the body and the legs when constraints occur,
respectively.
The constraint matrix depending on the ground CI is
consequently represented by
CI ¼
∂ΦI
∂xh
; hjr0 \ λj40 ð14Þ
where the constraint equation ΦI ¼ 0 is obtained from (13).
When (14) holds, projecting (10) on the space constrained
by DTh and transforming the coordinates of the component
vectors can transform (10) into
DThMhDh ̈qhþDThMh _Dh _qh ¼ DThhhþDThCTI λI ð15Þ
Besides substituting (11) into (10) can also represent (10)
as
Mh ̈xh ¼ hhþCThhλhh;
Chh≔½CTh ;CTI T ; λhh≔½λTh ; λTI T ð16Þ
Since Chh _xh ¼ 0 and Chh ̈xh ¼  _Chh _xh, (16) can be trans-
formed into
Chh ̈xh ¼ ChhM1h hhþChhM1h CThhλhh;
λhh ¼ ðChhM1h CThhÞ1ðChhM1h hhþ _Chh _xhÞ ð17Þ
λI included in (15) is produced from (17).
2.3. Velocity transformation
In the case of touching each leg of the hexapod robot to the
ground, collision occurs and the velocities of the parts
change discontinuously. The velocities after the collision
can be determined by the constraint conditions (13) posedto the hexapod robot when the collision with the ground
occurs and the velocities before the collision. According to
Assumption 6, the collision is assumed as completely
inelastic collision, and the velocities after the collision are
obtained from the velocities before the collision as follows.
Transforming (10) gives λh as
λh ¼ X1h ðChM1h hhþ _Ch _xhÞX1h ChM1h τI;
Xh≔ChM1h C
T
h ð18Þ
Substituting (11) and (18) into (10) yields
Mh ̈xh ¼YhhhCThX1h _Ch _xhþYhCTI λI
Yh≔I21CThX1h ChM1h ð19Þ
Let _x h denotes the velocities before the collision and _x
þ
h
after the collision. From (19), a velocity relationship
between velocities before the collision and after that is
represented by
Mh _x
þ
h Mh _x h ¼YhCTI λI ð20Þ
Since _x þh should satisfy CI _x
þ
h ¼ 0, λI is given as
λI ¼ Z1h CI _x h
Zh≔CIM1h YhC
T
I ð21Þ
The velocities after the collision _x þh are thus obtained by
substituting (21) into (20) as
_x þh ¼ ðI21M1h YhCTI Z1h CIÞ _x h ð22Þ3. Design of energy-based controller
This paper discusses a controller based on energy of the
hexapod robot during rolling locomotion. Some of the energy
of the hexapod robot is lost due to collision and contact with
the ground, and therefore its rolling locomotion will stop if the
energy loss is not compensated. A controller which can
compensate the energy loss is hence designed [18,19].
A motion equation and mechanical energy of the hexapod
robot based on a grounding point of a supporting leg is
derived. Applying them, the controller generates joint
torque for its supporting leg that allows its kinetic energy
to reach target energy when its horizontal center of gravity
reaches immediately above the grounding point.
The hexapod robot performs an energy recovery action while
its horizontal center of gravity is less than any positive value for
keeping a posture when switching the supporting leg. Otherwise
it returns the supporting leg to the initial position.
3.1. Transforming the motion equation
The transformed motion equation and the mechanical
energy of the hexapod robot are derived by deﬁning a
grounding leg as a supporting leg and other legs as idling
legs and shifting the origin 0 to the grounding point of the
supporting leg as shown in Fig. 2. Here the subscript s and i
denote the supporting leg and the idling legs, respectively.
The origin 0 is switched to the grounding point of the
supporting leg after switching each supporting leg.
The transformed motion equation is derived by modifying
the constraint conditions. The constraint conditions after
129Energy-based control for a biologically inspired hexapod robot with rolling locomotionshifting the origin are given by
xb ¼ ðllrlÞ sin ðθbþθsÞþ lb sin θb;
yb ¼ ðllrlÞ cos ðθbþθsÞþ lb cos θbþrl;
xs ¼ ðllrl lglÞ sin ðθbþθsÞ;
ys ¼ ðllrl lglÞ sin ðθbþθsÞþrl;
xij ¼ xbþ lb sin θbþ
jþ3
3
π
 
þ lgl sin θbþθijþ
jþ3
3
π
 
;
yij ¼ ybþ lb cos θbþ
jþ3
3
π
 
þ lgl cos θbþθijþ
jþ3
3
π
 
;
8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:
ð23Þ
where the physical parameters of every legs are equivalent.
The independent velocity vector _qh is also modiﬁed as
_qh ¼ ½ _θb; _θs; _θ i1;…; _θ i5T ð24Þ
Applying the modiﬁed constraint conditions (23) and the
independent velocity vector (24) yields the constraint
matrix Ch and the orthogonal matrix Dh in the manner
described in the previous chapter, and thereby the hexapod
robot motion equation with the origin at the grounding
point of the supporting leg is derived.
The transformed motion equation is represented by
Mc qh
 ̈
qhþCc qh; _qh
 
_qhþ
∂U
∂qh
¼Tc ð25Þ
where McðqhÞ is the inertia matrix, Ccðqh; _qhÞ is the damping
matrix, U is the potential energy, and Tc is the input torques,
and also McðqhÞ ¼ DThMhDh and Tc ¼ ½0; τs; τi1;…; τi5T .
The mechanical energy E, the kinetic energy K and the
potential energy U is deﬁned as
E ¼ KþU ð26Þ
K ¼ 1
2
_qThMc qh
 
_qh ð27Þ
U¼ ðmbybþmlðysþyi1þ⋯þyi5ÞÞg ð28ÞFig. 2 Transformed model diagram of the rolling wheel-spider-
inspired hexapod robot. A grounding leg is deﬁned as a
supporting leg, and other legs are deﬁned as idling legs. The
origin 0 is switched to the grounding point of the supporting leg
after switching each supporting leg.Additionally, the relationship between the time derivative
mechanical energy and the input torques is represented by
_E ¼ _Kþ _U ¼ _qThTc: ð29Þ
3.2. Energy compensation control
The kinetic energy of the hexapod robot K is lost due to
collision and contact with the ground. Its kinetic energy at
its horizontal center of gravity Xg=0 for the case of
completing rolling locomotion is hence deﬁned as the target
energy Ed, and it is considered that K ¼ Ed is satisﬁed at
Xg=0, where the horizontal center of gravity of the hexapod
robot Xg is represented by
Xg ¼
ðmbxbþmlðxsþxi1þ⋯þxi5ÞÞ
mbþ6ml
ð30Þ
A energy state function of the robot V is deﬁned as
V ¼ 12ðKEdÞ2; _V ¼ KEdð Þ _K ð31Þ
(31) is V40 obviously and satisfy V=0 for K ¼ Ed. When
_Vo0, V-0 and K-Ed is satisﬁed. Rolling locomotion is
hence achieved by satisfying K-Ed when the joint torque
which satisﬁes _Vo0 is given to the supporting leg of the
hexapod robot.
The time derivative of the energy state function _V is
written by applying (29) and (31) as
_V ¼ ðKEdÞð _qThTc _UÞ
¼

KEdÞ _θsτsþ
X5
j ¼ 1
ð _θ ijτijÞ _U
 !
o0 ð32Þ
Since the kinetic energy of the hexapod robot is recovered
only by movement of the supporting leg, let _θ ijτij ¼ 0. Eq.
(32) is deﬁnitely transformed into
_V ¼ ðKEdÞð _θsτs _UÞo0 ð33Þ
This paper supposes that the robot should roll only in the
positive direction on the x-coordinate. The angular velocity
of the supporting leg during the energy recovery action
should satisfy _θso0 in order for the robot to roll in only one
the positive direction on the x-axis. Under this restriction, if
KEdZ0, i.e. KZEd, then τs ¼ 0. If KEdo0, i.e. KoEd,
then
_θsτs _U40: ð34Þ
Since _θso0, let _θs ¼ j _θsj. Eq. (34) is calculated as
τso

 _U_θs
 ð _UZ0 \ _θso0Þ _U_θs
 ð _Uo0 \ _θso0Þ
8>><
>>:
ð35Þ
The input is determined to satisfy (35). The input τs is
deﬁned as
τs ¼
ζ
 _U_θs
 ðKEdo0 \ _θso0Þ
0 ðKEdZ0 [ _θsZ0Þ
8><
>: ð36Þ
where ζ is the gain to adjust the input, and 1oζo1.
Besides an initial angular velocity is provided by another
input since _θs has the singular point in (36).
Tab. 4 Controller parameters for the rolling wheel-
spider-inspired hexapod robot.
Ed 3:00 102
ζ0 5.00
κp 10.0
κi 2.00
κd 1:00 102
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Fig. 3 Rotational angle of the body. The rotational angle of
the body increases over time. It means that the robot rolls
continuously.
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T. Nemoto et al.130To determine ζ, values of the energy state function V when
Xg=0 are deﬁned as the Poincare mapping ξ¼ fξ1; ξ2;…; ξk;…g.
Here ξk denotes the value of the energy state function V for the
time tk when Xg=0. The control target is achieved when the
Poincare mapping will be 0. The gain ζ settling the Poincare
mapping to 0 is deﬁned as
ζ¼ ζ0þ
XN
k ¼ 1
κpΔξkþκi
Xk
n ¼ 1
Δξnþκd
ΔξkΔξk1
Δtk
 !
ð37Þ
where Δξk ¼ ξkξn is the difference between the value ξk and
the target value ξn ¼ 0 of the energy state function V,
Δtk ¼ tktk1 is the difference between the time tk and the
previous time tk1 when Xg=0, and ζ0, κp, κi and κd are the
adjustable parameters and should be positive constant.
4. Simulation of rolling locomotion on the
level ground
Rolling locomotion of the hexapod robot on the level ground
is simulated to verify the effectiveness of the proposed
controller. The initial state of the rotational angles of the
body and the legs are set at θb ¼ 5:001 and θlj ¼ 0:001,
respectively. The robot starts rolling locomotion with the
fourth leg contacting the ground. The robot switches the
energy recovery action and the postural maintenance action
for collision at Xg ¼ 2:00 103 m.
The model described in Section 2 is applied as a plant. A
PID controller is applied with the proposed controller in
order to return and keep the supporting leg to the initial
position and provide an initial angular velocity for it. The
PID controller works when the proposed controller is not
active.
The simulation parameters of the hexapod robot are
shown in Table 3, and the controller parameters are shown
in Table 4.
Simulation results are shown in Figs. 3–10. Fig. 3 shows
the rotational angle of the body, Fig. 4 shows the rotational
angles of the legs, Figs. 5 and 6 show the positions of the
body and the legs, Fig. 7 shows the position of the
horizontal center of gravity of the hexapod robot, Fig. 8
shows the position of the hexapod robot on the two
dimensional plane, Fig. 9 shows the joint torque valuesTab. 3 Simulation parameters of the rolling wheel-
spider-inspired hexapod robot.
Mass of body (kg) 1:70 101
Mass of legs (kg) 4:50 102
Inertia moment of body (kg m2) 7:65 105
Inertia moment of legs (kg m2) 4:59 106
Viscosity of body (N ms/rad) 1:70 109
Viscosity of legs (N ms/rad) 5:50 1010
Length from center of body to joints (m) 3:00 102
Length of legs (m) 3:50 102
Length from joints to center of gravity of
legs (m)
1:75 102
Radius of ground contact area (m) 3:00 102
Gravity acceleration (m/s2) 9.81
-70
0 1 2 3 4 5
Time (s)
Fig. 4 Rotational angles of the legs. The legs rotate in the
negative direction to increase the kinetic energy of the
hexapod robot when it is the supporting leg. The supporting
leg returns to its initial position until switching it.with energy compensation control, and Fig. 10 shows the
error between the kinetic energy and the target energy of
the hexapod robot.
Figs. 3 and 5 show that the hexapod robot moves in the
positive direction with rolling continuously. It shifts its
center of gravity forward as shown in Fig. 7 by rotating its
supporting leg in the negative direction as shown in Fig. 4.
The movement of the supporting leg is the energy recovery
action. The hexapod robot repeatedly switches the energy
recovery action and the postural maintenance action for the
-0.1
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Fig. 5 x Direction positions of the body and the legs (xb: body,
xlj: legs). The x direction positions of the body and the legs
increase over time. It means that the robot moves in the
positive direction with rolling continuously.
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Fig. 6 y Direction positions of the body and the legs (yb: body,
ylj: legs). The y direction positions of the body and the legs
repeatedly increase and decrease. The position of the body
moves from 0.06 m to 0.07 m. The positions of the legs move
from 0.015 m to 0.115 m. The supporting leg is located lower
than other legs.
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Fig. 7 x Direction position of the center of gravity of the
hexapod robot. The center of gravity of the hexapod robot
moves from negative to positive. It repeatedly increase and
decrease when switching the energy recovery action and the
postural maintenance action for collision.
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Fig. 8 Position of the hexapod robot on the two-dimensional
plane. The hexapod robot moves in the positive direction. It,
however, moves a little in the negative direction while switch-
ing the energy recovery action and the postural maintenance
action.
131Energy-based control for a biologically inspired hexapod robot with rolling locomotioncollision at Xg ¼ 2:00 103. It returns its supporting leg to
the initial position until switching its supporting leg. By
these movements, it rolls with switching the supporting leg
as shown in Fig. 6. From the above, the trajectory of the
hexapod robot is described as shown in Fig. 8.
Fig. 9 shows that the negative joint torque values are
supplied to the legs in the period between after the collision
with the ground occurs and before the center of gravity of
the hexapod robot exceeds Xg ¼ 2:00 103 when the leg is
the supporting leg. The input allows the error between the
kinetic energy and the target energy of the hexapod robot
to be more than 0 as shown in Fig. 10, which means that its
kinetic energy exceeds its target energy. The input inhibits
that the center of gravity of the hexapod robot excessively
shifts in the negative direction when switching the energy
recovery action and the postural maintenance action.The above results show that the proposed controller is
effective in achieving the rolling locomotion. They, how-
ever, imply a result that the rolling locomotion will stop due
to the unstable movements of the legs. The unstable
movements of the legs are caused by the motion limitations
of the legs and the energy loss due to switching the energy
recovery action and the postural maintenance action. The
proposed controller hence requires the modiﬁcations of the
motion limitations and the method for switching the actions
in order to improve the stability of the rolling locomotion.5. Conclusion
This paper has presented an approach to control rolling
locomotion on the level ground with the wheel-spider-
inspired hexapod robot. A dynamic model of the hexapod
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Fig. 9 Joint torque values with energy compensation control.
The negative joint torque values are supplied to the legs in the
period between after the collision with the ground occurs and
before the center of gravity of the hexapod robot exceeds
Xg ¼ 2:00 103 when the leg is the supporting leg.
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Fig. 10 Error between the kinetic energy and the target
energy of the hexapod robot. The input allows the error
between the kinetic energy and the target energy of the
hexapod robot to be more than 0, which means that its kinetic
energy exceeds the target energy.
T. Nemoto et al.132robot with rolling locomotion has been developed by apply-
ing constraint force due to collision and contact with the
ground to a hexapod robot model without the ground and
considering velocity transformation due to the collision. The
rolling locomotion is limited to planar one by an assumption
that the hexapod robot does not fall down while rolling. A
transformed model and mechanical energy of the hexapod
robot have been derived based on a grounding point of its
supporting leg. Based on them, a controller which can
compensate the energy loss with the rolling locomotion of
the hexapod robot has been designed. The effectiveness of
the proposed controller has been veriﬁed through a numer-
ical simulation of the rolling locomotion on the level
ground. The simulation results have shown that the hexapod
robot can perform the rolling locomotion with the proposed
controller. The proposed control approach is effective inachieving the rolling locomotion on the level ground in
conclusion. The proposed controller, however, generates the
unstable movements of the legs, and hence it will be
improved for stable rolling locomotion by modifying the
control law so that it can settle the trajectory of the
rotational angle of the supporting leg to a periodic trajec-
tory in future work.References
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